
Requirements prioritization scheme
We should go through all requirements in the DMSR (or other requirements documents) that
touch the products we own and assign priorities to them.

Annotate each requirement (DMSR) with priority #1, #2 or #3, where the priority groups are
meant to be interpreted as:

Group #1 (meaning: "this must be done to enter commissioning (a) or operations (b);
no waivers will be granted if not met")

#1a: Must be demonstrated to be working before the start of the commissioning
period
#1b: Must be demonstrated to be working before the start of the observing 

Group #2 (meaning "should be done to enter Ops; but waiver is likely to be granted if
not met")

I.e. we could enter operations w/o this fulfilled, for first 3 years (to pick a
number)
RHL's interpretation: "Would be good, but we can convince a committee that it
wasn't critical enough to be #1b"

Group #3 (meaning: "overall capability/efficiency/ease of use/etc. may be reduced but
science will not critically suffer if not done")

Could enter operations w/o this requirement fulfilled, and have the operations
team decide whether they want to pursue it
RHL's interpretation "Wouldn't that be nice one day!"

Then verify that the plan is consistent with achieving group #1. NCR == "Non-conformance
request" (which may cause a waiver to be granted for not passing a requirement) -- these are
discussed at the CCB.

Notes:

Some requirements may be "binary" (will/won't do) and well suited to this scheme
Most requirements will have various degrees of being met (e.g. "sufficient for
commissioning, sufficient for ops, sufficient for Year #3"). We need to record this
somehow as well (old LDM-240 table had a timeline of how requirement is being met).
Should consult Tim and Wil.

Proposal: How about if we handle these by saying "requirement needs to be
met to level X #1a (commissioning), and level Y for #1b (operations)". In LDM-
240, these two levels were minimum and design goals from the SRD (where the
requirement was traceable to the SRD).
For now, let's do a first-pass coarse-grained classification into just 1ab/2/3.


